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INTRODUCTION

An extremely humble haberdasher, operating from a very small shop, was offering brassieres for sale under the trademark COCA-COLA. The Bailiff conducting the seizure asked ‘Why are you using the trademark COCA-COLA to designate brassieres?’ With total naïve[te] the haberdasher replied: ‘Because it makes them sell.’

With every revolution of planet Earth, the information technology revolution reveals its far-reaching effects on all aspects of our lives. The volume and intensity of people’s mobility and accessibility to information and ideas have intensified our common experience and heritage as citizens of a “global village.” Today, mobility is of the essence. Our consumption of foreign ideas and products has grown and often predominates our domestic consumption. Our awareness of what is “out there” has further penetrated the isolated bubble that once was our home. The continuous rise in the status of well-known and famous marks demonstrates that some trademarks and service marks have become common knowledge for consumers on a global scale. This article will examine the rise of well-known and famous marks in the Israeli legal system from Israel’s initial judicial recognition of marks to the recent amendment of the Israeli Trademarks Ordinance. Naturally, this examination will be conducted in an international context because Israel’s approach is deeply rooted in international trademark law.

1 FREDERICK W. MOSTERT, FAMOUS AND WELL-KNOWN MARKS 276 (1997).
I. THE INTERNATIONAL SETTING

A. The International Roots of Commitment to the Protection of Well-Known Marks

Before embarking on a study of judicial protection of well-known and famous trademarks in Israel, it is imperative to understand the international legal and conceptual sources of trademark protection.

Air travel, global casting by satellites, and the Internet have all contributed to our planet’s transformation into a “global village.” In 1997, an estimated 2,300 satellites operated and the number has since grown. The Internet is widely used for direct brand promotion. Moreover, approximately one million passengers fly internationally every day. Frequent exposure to international advertisement enables people to become familiar with various brands in other countries.

As a result of this extensive commercial network, brands are no longer confined to a limited local or national market. An ever-increasing number of brands now function in the burgeoning global marketplace. As one commentator has observed, “[b]rand producers find themselves providing goods and services in bigger and bigger markets created by free trade pacts and the creation of single markets throughout the world.” The global citizen is now able to recognize brands such as COCA-COLA™, McDONALD’S™, MICROSOFT™, YAHOO™, FERRARI™, SONY™, KODAK™, VIAGRA™, CNN™, INTEL™, PIZZA HUT™, VOLVO™, BOEING™, and KELLOGG’S™, among many others.

The rationale for granting a wider scope of protection to well-known marks has been summarized by one commentator as follows: “[a]s a general principle, the more well-known a trademark, the

---

2 See Frederick W. Mostert, Well Known and Famous Marks: Is Harmony Possible in the Global Village?, 86 T.M.R. 103 (1996) (stating that “[s]atellite traffic over our village has increased from 1 satellite in 1957 to an estimated 2300 satellites today.”).
3 Id. (noting that “[o]ur global village provides increasing opportunities for us, as world citizens, to purchase internationally famous branded goods and services.”).
4 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 2.
wider the scope of protection it is afforded due to an increased likelihood of confusion as to source or sponsorship (particularly in today’s climate of licensing and merchandizing of well-known . . . marks . . .).”5 A counter-approach to the likelihood of confusion standard derives from the principle of specialty. Under this principle, trademarks are protected only for the goods or services for which they are registered.6

Against the backdrop of these two competing standards of trademark protection, numerous international agreements protect trademarks and other intellectual property rights (hereinafter “IPRs”). These agreements aim to create a unified set of rules applicable to all countries that grant trademark protection. It is not always possible, however, to ensure uniform compliance due to ever-growing political frictions among countries. These rules, then, create a de facto minimum level of protection of IPRs.7

This article will review the specific provisions drafted in conventions and other agreements that have shaped the protection granted to well-known and famous marks around the world, including the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property8 and the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights.9 While a substantial number of other

6 Case C-375/97, General Motors Corp. v. Yplon SA, 1999 E.C.R. I-542, [1999] E.T.M.R. 122, 129 (1998) (stating that under the principle of specialty, “marks should be protected only in relation to the goods or services in respect of which they are registered or in relation to similar goods or services.”).
regional and bilateral treaties and international organizations deal with IP and trademark matters,\(^\text{10}\) their effect on Israeli law is limited.

\textit{B. The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property}

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (hereinafter “Paris Convention”) of 1884 is the principal international treaty protecting trademarks as well as other forms of IPRs, such as patents and trade secrets. The Paris Convention provides a minimum level of protection for IPRs of national and foreign proprietors. The World Intellectual Property Organization (hereinafter “WIPO”), a United Nations agency established in 1967, administers the Paris Convention.\(^\text{11}\) Under the Paris Convention, member countries constituting the “Paris Union” must afford national protection to foreign trademark owners who apply for trademark protection.\(^\text{12}\)

The Convention requires separate registration in each Paris Union country. This forces a trademark proprietor seeking multi-

---

\(^{10}\) See, \textit{e.g.}, North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992, Can.-Mex.-U.S., 32 I.L.M. 289 (containing provisions setting forth minimum standards of protection for trademarks) [hereinafter NAFTA]; Council Directive 89/104/EEC, 1989 O.J. (L40) 1 (the European Community’s attempt to unify Community trademark law) [hereinafter European Harmonization Directive]; see also Lackert, supra note 5, at 124-53 (detailing various agreements and organizations responsible for administering those agreements, including the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), World Trade Organization (WTO), and World Customs Organization (WCO)).

\(^{11}\) Lackert, supra note 5, at 149-50.

\(^{12}\) See Paris Convention, supra note 8, art. 2(1), 21 U.S.T. at 1631, 828 U.N.T.S. at 313 (providing that “[n]ational of any country of the Union shall, as regards the protection of industrial property, enjoy in all other countries of the Union the advantages that their respective laws now grant, or may hereafter grant, to nationals . . . they shall have the same protection as the latter, and the same legal remedy against any infringement of their rights.”).
jurisdictional protection to register its mark in each country where protection is sought.\textsuperscript{13}

\textit{1. Article 6bis of the Paris Convention}

The Revision Conference of the Paris Convention, held at the Hague in 1925, introduced a supra-national rule whereby registration or third party use of a similar or identical trademark could be enjoined in the case of an unregistered “well-known” mark.\textsuperscript{14} By granting such broad protection, Article 6bis of the Paris Convention is often considered the “cradle” for protection of well-known trademarks.\textsuperscript{15}

Article 6bis does not require that a well-known mark also be used in that country.\textsuperscript{16} Accordingly, some commentators believe that Article 6bis protects well-known marks in a country without prior use therein.\textsuperscript{17} Most countries, however, have tested well-known marks according to the concepts of passing-off\textsuperscript{18} and required local use as a pre-condition to protection.\textsuperscript{19} In fact, most countries seem to

\textsuperscript{13} See id. art. 6(1), 21 U.S.T. at 1639, 828 U.N.T.S. at 325 (providing that “[t]he conditions for the filing and registration of trademarks shall be determined in each country of the Union by its domestic legislation.”).

\textsuperscript{14} See id. art. 6bis(1), 21 U.S.T. at 1640, 828 U.N.T.S. at 325 (stating that “[t]he countries of the Union undertake . . . to refuse . . . the registration, and to prohibit the use, of a trademark which constitutes a reproduction, an imitation, or a translation, liable to create confusion, of a mark considered . . . to be well-known in that country.”); but see Mostert, supra note 1, at 7 (the Paris Convention does not define or establish criteria for which trademarks will qualify as well-known).

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. Mostert, supra note 2, at 107 (noting that “in some countries, Article 6bis is ‘self executing’ in the sense that interested parties may directly claim its application by administrative and judicial authorities in that country.”)

\textsuperscript{16} See Paris Convention, supra note 8, art. 6bis, 21 U.S.T. at 1640, 828 U.N.T.S. at 325 (requiring use for identical or similar goods without geographic limitation).

\textsuperscript{17} See Mostert, supra note 2, at 117-18 (stating that “[p]rotection is to be granted on the basis that the particular mark has acquired a sufficient reputation in that jurisdiction without the precondition of actual use.”).

\textsuperscript{18} See Wadlow, The Law of Passing Off 1 (1990) (“[p]assing-off is concerned with misrepresentations made by one trader which damage the goodwill of another.”); see generally id. at 8-22 (detailing the doctrine’s history and application from common law to modern day).

\textsuperscript{19} But see Mostert, supra note 1, at 353 (explaining that Japan’s statutes are silent on whether actual use is required as a condition to protection of well-known marks in Japan).
adopt the axiom: “no local business, no local goodwill,” as illustrated in *Anheuser-Busch Inc. v. Budejovicky Budvar Narodni-Podnik.*

In *Anheuser*, a British court rejected the claims of passing-off related to the famous BUDWIZER mark. The court reasoned that international goodwill was an insufficient basis to protect a mark with no local supporting business. The sale of millions of beer products bearing the BUDWIZER mark to U.S. army bases in Britain was insufficient to constitute use in Britain. This narrow interpretation of Article 6bis led one commentator to state that,

> although the ‘floor’ of international protection for well-known trademarks is set forth in the Paris Convention, the lack of protection for well-known marks due to additional local restrictions uncover[s] the basic flaw in the treaty, namely, that it has no ‘teeth’ and is subject to wide ranges of interpretation. . . .

In response to additional restrictions imposed by various countries, the International Trademark Association (hereinafter “INTA”) resolved that well-known marks should be protected without requiring registration and/or actual use in the particular jurisdiction, provided that the mark had sufficient local reputation to be well-known. In its resolution, INTA suggested various criteria that should be considered when deciding what constitutes sufficient local reputation.

---

21. See *id.* (reasoning that Anheuser had not sold products to the general public in England and did no business in England when Budejovicky first entered the English market).
25. See Lackert, *supra* note 5, at 105-07; INTA Resolution, *supra* note 24, at 458-62 (describing various criteria according to which marks may be considered well-known or famous); see also infra Part II.B.
Although it is not clear, Israeli courts seem to approve of the requirement of local business or use of the mark. However, the recent amendment to Israeli trademark law\textsuperscript{26} adopted an expansive interpretation, under which no actual use of the well-known mark in Israel is required. This article argues that the more expansive interpretation should apply since the Paris Convention did not require use in the contested jurisdiction. The Paris Convention required only that the mark be “well-known.” \textsuperscript{27}

\textit{C. The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights}

The 1994 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (hereinafter “TRIPS”) was formulated at the December 1993 Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (hereinafter “GATT”).\textsuperscript{28} TRIPS established substantially higher standards of protection for IPRs including trademarks, patents, copyrights, industrial designs, trade secrets, integrated circuits (i.e., semiconductors) and geographical indications.\textsuperscript{29} Under TRIPS, pharmaceutical products and computer software, previously unprotected in many countries, are now protected.\textsuperscript{30} Moreover, TRIPS grants stronger protection than other

\textsuperscript{26} Law for Amending IP Laws (Compatibility with TRIPS), 1999, S.H. 41 [hereinafter Law for Amending IP Laws].
\textsuperscript{27} See Paris Convention, supra note 8, art. 6bis(1) (prohibiting the registration and use of marks likely to create confusion with a well-known mark but not mentioning use as a condition to protection).
\textsuperscript{29} See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, arts. 9-39, 33 I.L.M. at 1201-13.
\textsuperscript{30} See id. art. 27, 33 I.L.M. at 1208 (“patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application”); id. art. 10(1), 33 I.L.M. at 1201 (“computer programs, whether in source or object code, shall be protected”); id. art. 10(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1201 (“[c]ompilations of data or other material, whether in machine readable or other form, which by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual creations shall be protected”).
international agreements such as the Paris Convention and the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.\textsuperscript{31}

TRIPS became enforceable on July 1, 1995, and is administered by the World Trade Organization (hereinafter “WTO”).\textsuperscript{32} TRIPS intended to eliminate the hurdles that may arise in international trade with respect to IPRs.\textsuperscript{33} TRIPS introduced protections to IPRs while trying to ensure that such protections do not hamper international trade.\textsuperscript{34} TRIPS aimed to facilitate promotion and distribution of technological innovations for the benefit of producers and consumers alike.\textsuperscript{35} In promulgating new international rules and norms for protection of IPRs, TRIPS intended to establish a unified framework that will have positive and significant economic results.\textsuperscript{36} These norms were especially warranted in view of the extreme number of infringements of IPRs worldwide. TRIPS emphasized enforcement both internally and at the borders, taking into account the widespread nature of infringement of IPRs.\textsuperscript{37} It further provided that enforcement procedures should be meaningful.\textsuperscript{38} In so doing, the

\textsuperscript{32} See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, 33 I.L.M. at 1197 (providing that members desired to reduce distortions and impediments to international trade).
\textsuperscript{33} See id., 33 I.L.M. at 1144.
\textsuperscript{34} See id. (highlighting that members sought to “ensure that measures and procedures to enforce intellectual property rights d[id] not themselves become barriers to legitimate trade”).
\textsuperscript{35} See id. art. 7, 33 I.L.M. at 1200 (providing that “[t]he protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology”).
\textsuperscript{36} See id. (providing that protection and enforcement of IPRs will be advantageous to both producers and users of technological knowledge . . . in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare).
\textsuperscript{37} See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, art. 51, 33 I.L.M. at 1217 (providing that a right holder may petition customs authorities for suspension of the release of infringing goods into free circulation).
\textsuperscript{38} See id. art. 41, 33 I.L.M. at 1213-14 (specifying that “[m]embers shall ensure that enforcement procedures . . . are available . . . so as to permit effective action against any act of infringement of [IPRs] . . . including expeditious remedies to prevent infringements and remedies which constitute a deterrent to further infringements.”).
enforcement mechanisms in TRIPS may be more effective than those found in the Paris Convention.  

TRIPS promulgated a variable timetable depending on the specific country types. TRIPS gave industrialized countries one year (until July 1, 1996), developing countries five years and countries shifting from centrally planned economies until January 1, 2000, to infuse its provisions into their national laws. Least developed countries will have until 2006 to implement TRIPS.

TRIPS set standards for various topics and issues related to trademarks. It required signatories to register service marks and trademarks and prohibited mandatory linking and compulsory licensing of marks, thereby enhancing protection for well-known marks. It provided additional protection for wines and spirits. Moreover, TRIPS introduced two significant innovations regarding well-known marks. First, it granted protection for well-known marks covering dissimilar goods under certain circumstances. Second, it made Article 6bis of the Paris Convention applicable to services. Article 16 of TRIPS stated that a court must consider reputation in the relevant sector of the public when evaluating whether a mark is well-known. An owner may establish reputation

---

See Lackert, supra note 5, at 119-23 (comparing the enforcement mechanisms of TRIPS to those in the Paris Convention).

See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, art. 24(3), 33 I.L.M. at 1206.

Israel was classified as a developing county and was therefore obligated to enact a law incorporating changes to the relevant IPRs by Jan. 1, 2000. Israel complied by enacting a law effective on January 1, 2000. See Draft Bill Amending the IP Laws, 1999 H.H., 523 (proposed law) [hereinafter Draft Bill]; Law for Amending IP Laws, supra note 26 (law as enacted).

See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, art. 23, 33 I.L.M. at 1205-06 (requiring members to facilitate means of contesting geographically misdescriptive marks for wines and spirits); id. art. 23(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1206 (stating that registration of geographically misdescriptive marks for wines and spirits shall be refused or invalidated).

See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, art. 16(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1203-04 (providing that “Article 6bis of the Paris Convention shall . . . apply . . . to services.”).

Id. (emphasizing that “[i]n determining whether a trademark is well-known, Members shall take account of the knowledge of the trademark in the relevant sector of the public, including knowledge in the Member concerned which has been obtained as a result of the promotion of the trademark.”).
among a substantial segment of the public, rather than the general public.46

II. WELL-KNOWN OR FAMOUS MARKS AND THEIR PARAMETERS

A. Well-Known v. Famous

Well-known marks are those known to a substantial segment of the public due to considerable awareness, widespread use, and continuous publicity.47 What then distinguishes a well-known mark from a famous one? The difference between these two types of marks is “only one of degree.”48 Famous marks are those marks that are well-known to the extent that they have transcended their initial function of “distinguishing origin” into the function of “radiating attraction.” As one commentator states,

[the extraordinary extension of advertising techniques and procedures has given rise to a socio-psychological phenomenon, which is that of the ‘famous’ trademark . . . . A famous trademark is that which has been able to achieve a secondary function distinct from its first and natural function (i.e., that of distinguishing the products which it distinguishes by means of their origin). This second function involves the exercise of a power of attraction, resulting from the famous status of the [mark] itself, totally independent of the products or their origin.49

Israeli courts have not sufficiently distinguished between well-known and famous marks. In fact, courts have used the terms

---

46 Id.
47 See, e.g., Mostert, supra note 2, at 115 (well-known marks are those known to a substantial segment of the relevant public because they are associated with particular goods or services).
48 Mostert, supra note 1, at 270.
49 Id.
interchangeably and with no distinction. French law recognizes
that “well-known and famous marks . . . appear to have been
assimilated, a result that is not entirely justified.” This also appears
to be the case in many other countries. As one commentator notes,

[C]ase law has ranged from the words ‘famous’ to ‘highly
reputed’ to ‘widely known’ to ‘well known’, among other
definitions. To make sense of these definitions is virtually
impossible, since judges are apt to make up a new term as
soon as a new decision is rendered on the subject.

To determine whether a mark is “regular,” well-known or famous, it
is possible and advisable to employ surveys and market analysis
techniques.

B. Criteria for Acquiring the Status of Well-Known or
Famous Marks

Until the recent amendment of Israeli trademark law, the Israeli
legislature provided no rules according to which marks could qualify
as famous or well-known. The Israeli courts, therefore, much like
courts in other countries, attempted to set guidelines. Through
national laws and organizations, various countries have attempted to
define the required criteria for a mark to be considered well-known

50 Id. at 21 (reasoning that “a highly precise, strict differentiation between ‘famous’ and
‘well-known’ marks is not possible as these concepts are relative . . . the terms . . . are often
used synonymously or conjunctively probably [because of] their similar underpinning.”).
51 Id. at 270.
52 See Lackert, supra note 5, at 154-75 (commenting that courts in various countries use
both terms interchangeably to describe well-known marks).
53 Id. at 90-91.
55 See, e.g., D.C. (T.A.) City Cent. Ltd. v. Chanel (French Société Anonyme) (Israeli Bar
Association Legal CD-ROM, February 1995) (deception of the consuming public a
controlling factor); C.C. (Nh.)
147/94, Lego a/s (Kirby a/s) v. Shmil Metal Factory and Welding for Housing Ltd., 1990 (3)
P.M. 194 (whether dominant component of allegedly infringing mark is identical to famous
mark is significant).
or famous. Other countries have set guidelines in legislation, including the U.S. (in the Lanham Act), Brazil (in the Industrial Property Code of Brazil) and Canada (in the Canadian Trade-marks Act). In addition, various organizations have submitted criteria including WIPO, in its Report of WIPO’s Committee of Experts on Well-Known Marks and the INTA, in its 1987 resolution. Foreign trademark offices have also created criteria for determining well-known status, including the Chinese and Japanese trademark offices.

Unfortunately, courts have not been coherent in defining these criteria and their respective weight. However, over the years, the totality of decisions has provided a rough list of such parameters. The following is a summary of the criteria introduced and formulated by courts, legislatures and international organizations:

56 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 8-17 nn.1-13.
57 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c) (2002) (listing among other factors, the degree of inherent or acquired distinctiveness and the duration and extent of advertising and publicity of the mark).
58 Lei No. 9,279, de 14 de mai de 1996, D.O.U. de 15.05.1996.
60 Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known Marks adopted by the Assembly of the Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial Property and the General Assembly of the W.I.P.O. at the Thirty Fourth Series of Meetings of the Assemblies of the Member States of WIPO, art. 3, W.I.P.O. Doc. WKM/CE/III/2 (1999) (listing factors such as the duration, extent and geographical area of mark promotion, market share in the territory where the mark is protected, quality-image held by the mark, and record of successful protection of rights in the mark).
61 See INTA Resolution, supra note 24, at 458-62 (endorsing as factors the mark’s local or worldwide recognition, its degree of inherent or acquired distinctiveness, its local or worldwide duration of use and advertising, its local or worldwide commercial value, the local or worldwide geographical scope of the use and advertising of the mark, local or worldwide quality image that the mark has acquired, and local or worldwide exclusivity of use and registration attained by the mark, and the presence or absence of identical or similar third party marks registered or used on identical or similar goods and services).
62 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 255-57 (discussing the Chinese Trademark Office’s rules for assessing and administering well-known marks which formed the basis of well-known mark protection in China); see id. at 348-50 (reporting the criteria set forth in the Japanese Trademark Examination Standards).
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a. The degree of inherent or acquired distinctiveness of the mark with respect to the sole source of the products that it covers:

If the mark is not sufficiently distinctive then it may be necessary to show that the mark has acquired secondary meaning on a global scale.64

b. The duration and extent of use of the mark in connection with goods or services:

Here it is helpful to produce figures attesting to the active efforts of “injecting” the mark into the market, the current and increasing scope of sales of products bearing the mark and the market share of the good/services bearing the mark (as compared with competing goods or services).65 Understandably, continuous, large-scale and ever-increasing use of the mark boosts the mark’s recognition and fame. Therefore, the wider the geographical scope of use of the mark, the more likely it will be protected.

Since the early 1980s, Israeli courts have emphasized that where a risk of consumer deception is shown, the required degree of reputation that the mark has acquired decreases. In one case,66 the court held that the owner of a well-known mark could oppose the registration of a similar or identical mark, even if his mark was not registered in Israel.67 Israeli courts have not granted that type of protection where the mark was not well-known.

For example, in Kalil Metal Indus. Ltd. v. Mifromal Jerusalem Ltd.,68 Kalil introduced a three-line scratch/scar design mark on its aluminum profiles. Mifromal soon thereafter introduced a similar two-scratch/scar design mark on its competing products. The court

64 See Nabisco, Inc. v. P.F. Brands, Inc., 191 F.3d 208, 215 (2d Cir. 1999) (explaining that marks with little distinctiveness are ineligible for protection unless they have secondary meaning).
65 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 11 (volume of sales and depth of market penetration should assist in proving fame); see also id. (commenting that “recognition of the mark as reflected in the market share of the goods or services for which the mark is used will have significant probative value”).
67 Id.
68 C.A. 144/85, Kalil Metal Indus. Ltd. v. Mifromal Jerusalem Ltd., 42(1) P.D. 309.
rejected Kalil’s opposition to Mifromal’s registration, reasoning that
Kalil’s mark was still new and consumers did not yet associate it
with Kalil.69 The court determined that Microfal’s “two lines” were
easily distinguishable from Kalil’s “three lines.”70 The court ruled
out any possibility of confusion since consumers of these products
were professional and could distinguish between the products.71

c. The duration and extent of advertising and publicity of the mark:

Advertising campaigns of goods or services bearing the mark
assist in a determination that the mark is well-known or famous.72
Even “young” marks intensively advertised abroad might qualify as
having earned consumer recognition in Israel.73

d. Whether the mark is known to a substantial segment of the public:

This can be accomplished by statistical analyses and consumer and
retailer surveys evidencing consumer demand, preferences and
recognition of the mark.74 Generally, the focus should be on the
segment of the interested public rather than the general public.75

e. The channels of trade of the goods or services for which the mark
is used:

Where the goods or services bearing the mark are distributed by
various means and at various locations, the mark is more likely to be
considered well-known.76 In addition, the scale of the covered

---

69 Id. at 315.
70 Id. at 316.
71 Id. at 317.
72 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 12 (reasoning that “[t]he more effective the advertising, the
longer will be the shadow cast by the famous or well-known mark.”).
73 A young mark recently so qualified. Orange PLC owned the ORANGE mark for
telecommunications. Due to an extensive advertising and marketing campaign spanning
several months in Israel, this mark acquired the status of a well-known mark in Israel.
74 But see MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 31 (warning that “[a]s survey evidence is not
universally acceptable and since the knowledge of the mark is to be gauged against the
relevant sector of the public than the public at large . . . the degree of reputation required
should not be determined by a rigid benchmark.”).
75 See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, art. 16(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1203-4.
product’s distribution reflects the mark’s reputation and may further indicate its fame.  

    f. The nature and extent of use of identical or similar marks by competitors:

    Where potential competitors are eager to use identical or similar marks, a court assumes that the mark has acquired fame and recognition. A mark of substantial renown will usually attract competitors to use similar marks in an attempt to generate income based on the mark’s goodwill. This typically applies in infringement cases where a competitor uses a similar or identical mark for goods or services that differ from those covered by the famous mark.

    In *City Cent. Ltd. v. Chanel (French Société Anonyme)*, the court inferred substantial goodwill from the defendant’s keenness to use the CHANEL mark. As one commentator observed, “court[s] will readily infer that a defendant who set out to deceive has succeeded in doing so.” This is especially the case where a defendant had the opportunity to avoid confusion with the well-known mark. Consequently, courts have not hesitated to put the applicants for or users of marks similar to well-known marks in the “hotseat.” As a
matter of course, Israeli courts request such applicants to explain their reasons for choosing a mark similar to another’s well-known mark.85

g. The duration of registration of the mark in its country of origin:

Due to the rapid movement of goods and information, the duration of registration in a mark’s country of origin is becoming a less central issue.86 Many marks earn their fame quickly due to massive advertising campaigns.87 In addition to registration in the country of origin, registration in several jurisdictions further evidences a mark’s fame.88

h. The commercial relevance and marketing exposure of the mark:

Commercial relevance and marketing exposure further develop a mark’s fame. Many leading marks are constantly associated with popular and widely viewed events. Leading tobacco brands are often associated with auto racing events, while leading soft drinks and beers are associated with sporting events.89 This massive exposure can expand the scope of the mark’s fame to goods or services that it does not cover.90

85 See C.A. 715/68, Frou-Frou Biscuits Ltd. v. Froumine & Sons Ltd., 23(2) P.D. 43; see also H.C. 476/82, Orlogad Ltd. v. The Patent, Model and Trademark Registrar and S.T. DuPont, (French Société Anonyme), 39(2) P.D. 148.
86 Cf. MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 3 (explaining that registration is becoming less of an issue because often “the owner has filed an application to register the mark, but is caught [in] the lengthy official process that is involved before the mark can be registered”).
87 See supra note 73 (explaining how quickly Orange PLC earned fame within months of advertising).
89 MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 1 (stating that “universally attractive events . . . such as the OLYMPIC GAMES are estimated to be viewed by over one billion viewers . . . on a single day. The last WORLD SOCCER CUP was viewed by approximately half a billion viewers per match and FORMULA I RACING is watched by about .3 billion viewers per race during 16 GRAND PRIX races a year in 121 countries.”).
90 See id. at 12 (noting that “[a]dvertising can expand the reputation of a famous or well-known mark not only beyond the territory in which the goods or services are actually sold but also beyond the specific goods or services in relation to which the mark is used.”).
III.  PRE-2000 AMENDMENT OF ISRAELI LAW & CASE LAW

A. Recognizing the Existence of Famous and Well-Known Marks

In a gradual process, Israeli courts have acknowledged the existence of famous and well-known marks whose reputations transcend borders and classifications. This is probably due, in part, to the fact that an ever-increasing number of Israelis are encountering new products and marks both in their travel abroad and through various channels of information and communication. Most of the Israeli public is linked to cable networks or satellite television. In addition, many Israeli homes are connected to the Internet. In this respect then, Israel is on par with many developed countries.

Despite its alignment with developed countries, however, Israel’s doctrinal response to well-known marks has been unique. For example, in Manhattan Co. v. Hamagfer Ltd, the Israeli Supreme Court initially refused to acknowledge the dilution doctrine, despite the fact that countries like the U.S. already applied this doctrine. In Manhattan, Manhattan Co. owned Israeli trademark registrations for the MANHATTAN™ and LADY MANHATTAN™ marks for shirts, undergarments, nightgowns, and ties. The respondent, Hamagfer Ltd., sold footwear under the mark MANHATTAN. The court held that there could be no infringement where the marks did not cover goods of the “same description.” Even if the defendant intended to benefit from plaintiff’s goodwill, the
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91 C.A. 352/69, Manhattan Co. v. Hamagfer Ltd., 23(2) P.D. 373.
92 See WADLOW, supra note 18, at 139 (explaining that “[a] mark is likely to be strongest if used by one trader only. Should another trader use the same mark for different goods or services, then the attractive power of the mark may become diminished.”). Dilution is a doctrine under which the first trader may remedy the dilution of distinctiveness caused by the second trader’s use of its mark for different goods.
93 See, e.g., Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co. v. Jordan Marsh Co., 165 F.2d 549, 553 (1st Cir. 1948) (recognizing the dilution doctrine as early as the 1940s but limiting its application to highly similar marks).
94 Id. at 377.
dilution here went unrecognized because dilution was not yet incorporated into Article 1 of the Israeli Trademark Ordinance.95

After Manhattan, Israeli courts changed their position drastically. In Yigal Kardi v. Bacardi & Co. Ltd.,96 the Supreme Court argued that the Manhattan holding should be revised in view of changes in Israeli case law and international trade practices.97 The Bacardi court limited application of Manhattan to infringement cases, thereby preventing its application in cases related to registration.98

Despite Israel’s initial rejection of the dilution doctrine, Israeli courts did protect renowned marks from bad-faith uses as early as 1969, before the Manhattan decision. In Mitferet Hadarom Ltd. v. H.D. Lee Co.,99 two conflicting applications were filed for the LEE mark for fashion wear. One application was filed by an Israeli company and the other by the Lee Company. The court rejected the application filed by the Israeli company because the Lee Company had used the LEE mark worldwide for several decades. The court determined that the Israeli company intended to benefit from Lee Co.’s trademark’s goodwill. This constituted unfair competition. Moreover, the Israeli company showed no proof of good faith in its proposed usage of the LEE mark.

The Mitferet decision was a strong precedent because the court also recognized that the interrelation between types of goods is ever changing.100 “Whether goods are in the same description or not may change with the years depending upon the changes in the fields of industry and commerce.”101 As is apparent from Israeli case law, courts have liberally construed which goods will be considered “the same description.”102 The Mitferet decision supports the argument that while Israeli trademark law appeared territorial before the recent

95 Id. (illustrating that dilution was not incorporated into Article 1’s definition of infringement).
97 Id. at 283.
98 Id. at 284.
99 H.C. 95/68, Mitferet Hadarom Ltd. v. H.D. Lee Co. 22(2) P.D. 189.
100 Id. at 191.
101 KERLY, supra note 82, at 148.
102 Id. at 144.
amendment, Israeli courts had already created an exception for marks that were distinctive of the products of famous persons or corporations.

B. The Protection Afforded by Pre-Amendment Israeli Law

Unlike countries such as the U. S., Brazil and China, Israeli courts did not clearly define the protection afforded to well-known marks until recently. This lack of clarity may have stemmed from courts’ refusal to participate in judicial activism. For example, the Manhattan court reasoned that rules for protecting well-known marks from dilution should be set by the legislature, not by the judiciary. These rules were partially promulgated in the legislature’s amendment of the Israeli Trademarks Ordinance (hereinafter “the Ordinance”). Even before the amendment to the Ordinance, however, the Ordinance contained provisions useful for protection of well-known marks against registration or use of similar or identical marks.

Article 11(6) of the Ordinance prohibited the registration of marks that might confuse the public or cause unfair competition in trade. While no clear reference was made to well-known marks, proprietors of well-known marks benefited from this provision because
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104 C.A. 352/69, Manhattan Co. v. Hamagfer Ltd., 23(2) P.D. 373.

105 Id. at 379.


108 See, e.g., id. art. 11(6), 2 L.S.I. at 295.

109 See id. (providing that marks likely to deceive the public, containing false indications of origin or encouraging unfair trade competition are not eligible for registration).
registration of a mark similar or identical to their marks might have caused consumer confusion and constituted unfair competition.

Consequently, before the Amendment, Article 11(6) of the Ordinance was widely cited and utilized by owners of well-known marks in their respective bids against the registration of marks that they deemed similar or identical to their own. In addition to mark owners, courts and the trademark registrar also cited Article 11(6) in various key decisions involving well-known marks.

In *Yigal Kardi v. Bacardi & Co. Ltd.*, Kardi attempted to register the BAKARDI mark for fashion wear. Bacardi & Company, owner of the well-known BACARDI mark for alcoholic beverages, opposed issuance of the mark. The trademark registrar accepted the opposition based on Article 11(6), reasoning that registration of an almost identical mark constituted unfair competition, even if the proposed mark covered different goods. The registrar concluded that the BACARDI mark was recognized throughout the world, and that Kardi was trying to capitalize on Bacardi’s goodwill. In so reasoning, the registrar protected the mark’s scope of protection over a broad range of goods.

The Israeli Supreme Court for civil appeals upheld the registrar’s decision. The court reasoned that it was possible to blend the rationales of international goodwill and the dilution doctrine into the unfair competition clause of Article 11(6) of the Ordinance. The court further held that unauthorized use of a business’s goodwill constitutes unfair competition. The court reasoned that trademarks
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111 See, e.g., id.
112 Id.
113 Id. at 277.
114 Id. at 280.
117 Id. at 282.
with international renown beyond the specific goods that they covered deserved strong protection.\textsuperscript{118}

The court presented three additional reasons for protecting famous trademarks. First, a third party should not be allowed to reap the fruits of goodwill that it did not sow.\textsuperscript{119} Second, the owner of a famous mark could be hurt by dilution of his mark.\textsuperscript{120} Third, a mark owner should not be stifled should it want to later register its mark for a different class of goods.\textsuperscript{121} If the BAKARDI mark was registered for “fashion wear,” then Bacardi Co. might have been precluded from registering its famous mark for “fashion wear.”\textsuperscript{122} The court disfavored this result.

Another provision in the Ordinance, Article 11(9), prohibited registration of a mark that was confusingly similar or identical to a mark of the same description already registered in Israel.\textsuperscript{124} Article 11(9) provided little protection to owners of well-known marks and its coverage is limited in scope.\textsuperscript{125} Article 11(9) afforded protection only to those marks already registered in Israel.\textsuperscript{126} Therefore, the article did not assist the proprietor of a well-known mark not yet registered in Israel and/or against a mark registered for a different description of goods/services.

\textsuperscript{118}\textit{id.}.
\textsuperscript{119}\textit{id.} at 283.
\textsuperscript{120}\textit{id.} at 284.
\textsuperscript{121}C.A. 6181/96, Yigal Kardi v. Bacardi & Co. Ltd., 52(3) P.D. 276.
\textsuperscript{122}\textit{id.} at 283.
\textsuperscript{123}\textit{id.} at 284 (reasoning that precluding Bacardi Co. from registering its famous mark for fashion wear would unreasonably undermine its proprietary rights, even though Bacardi had no present intention of so registering).
\textsuperscript{124}See Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 11(9), 2 L.S.I. at 295 (stating that “a mark identical [to] one belonging to a different proprietor which is already on the register in respect of the same goods or description of goods, or so nearly resembling such a mark as to be calculated to deceive” is not eligible for registration).
\textsuperscript{125}\textit{id.}.
\textsuperscript{126}\textit{id.}. 
In addition, Article 11(9)’s prohibition extended to goods of the same description. Initially, as exemplified in the Manhattan decision, Israeli courts defined this term narrowly. Israeli courts later altered their position and more liberally construed whether goods were of the same description. Furthermore, Article 12 of the Ordinance authorized the trademark registrar to refuse registration of marks identical or confusingly similar with the name of another person. Article 12 was used primarily to defend against infringing uses of trade names.

Evidently, until the Amendment, the main distinction regarding well-known marks was between two factual alternatives: one in which marks covered the same type of goods or services, and one in which they did not.

1. First Possibility: Where Marks Cover Similar Goods or Services

The prohibition against registering a mark similar or identical to a famous mark for similar goods/services has been applied with relative ease. Article 11(9) may be employed where the marks covering similar goods or services are already registered in Israel. The proprietor of a well-known mark not yet registered in Israel cannot utilize this article. Unlike Article 11(9), Article 11(6) is not limited to marks already registered in Israel. Therefore, courts and the trademark examiner have endorsed Article 11(6) in cases where the well-known mark is not registered.

127 C.A. 352/69, Manhattan Co. v. Hamagfer Ltd., 23(2) P.D. 373.
128 H.C. 95/68, Mitferet Hadarom Ltd. v. H.D. Lee Co., 22(2) P.D. 189.
129 See Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 12, 2 L.S.I. at 295 (stating that “[t]he Registrar may refuse an application for registration of a trade mark identical with or resembling the name or business name of another person, or containing a name identical or resembling the aforesaid, if the mark is likely to deceive the public or cause unfair competition).
130 See FRIEDMAN, supra note 63, at 173-75.
131 See, e.g., D.C. (T.A.) City Cent. Ltd. v. Chanel (French Société Anonyme) (Israeli Bar Association’s Legal CD-ROM, February 1995); but see Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 11(6), 2 L.S.I. at 295 (mark must be likely to cause consumer deception or encourage unfair competition to trigger art. 11(6)).
It has been easier for courts to refuse registration of marks that are intended to cover goods/services already covered by a similar mark. Israeli case law reflects a substantial number of decisions to this effect. For example, in William Grant & Sons v. N.I. Diskin Ltd., the court held that use of petitioner’s famous GRANT’S mark by respondent for similar goods (i.e., alcoholic beverages) constituted consumer deception and hampering of plaintiff’s goodwill. The court reasoned that consumers might associate the respondent’s mark with the applicant’s goodwill and form a false connection between petitioner’s whiskey and respondent’s vodka.

While the prohibition set forth in Article 11 is clear, the rule has exceptions found in Article 47 of the Ordinance. Among these exceptions is permitted use of a famous mark to indicate spares or accessories. This exception is the outgrowth of Israel’s allowance of third party usage of another’s famous mark to indicate the quality or character of its own goods.

In the case of Gillette Co. v. Amir Mktg., the Tel-Aviv district court allowed a third party to use Gillette’s marks to indicate spares or accessories. In Amir Mktg., American Safety Razors (hereinafter “ASR”) indicated on its razor blade cartridge packaging that it fit PERSONNA™, WILKINSON PROFILE™, and GILLETTE™ CONTOUR™ razors. The Court held that ASR could use Gillette’s famous mark to indicate the qualities of its own products, so long as ASR did not convey that its product was associated with Gillette. Applying this rationale, the court concluded that ASR’s use of the GILLETTE mark was reasonable and not “unjust” enrichment.
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132 C.A. (T.A.) 1236/93, William Grant & Sons Ltd. v. N.I. Diskin Ltd., 26(2) P.M. 746.  
133 Id. at 750.  
134 Id. at 751.  
135 Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 47, 2 L.S.I. at 304.  
136 See id. (providing that one may not use registration to prevent third party use of a mark to describe the character or quality of its goods).  
137 Id.  
139 Id. at 13 (a result supportable by the text of Article 47 of the Trademarks Ordinance).  
140 Id. at 11.
Interestingly, in an earlier case involving a different Israeli distributor of ASR’s products, the same court found ASR’s use of Gillette’s marks (SENSOR™ and EXCEL™) infringing. As in Amir Mktg., the defendant sold razor blade cartridges that were designed to fit Gillette’s razors. These cases’ seemingly conflicting outcomes stem from the fact that in the earlier case, the defendant used Gillette’s marks in a dominant manner. The court there held that dominant use of Gillette’s mark constituted infringement, regardless of whether it had actually deceived or confused consumers.

In Frou-Frou Biscuits (Kfar-Saba) Ltd. v. Froumine & Sons Ltd., a Supreme Court justice commented that a mark grants its proprietor a monopolistic right of use, much like the right granted to owners of real property. However, the Gillette decisions mentioned above indicate that the “monopoly” granted to an owner of a well-known or famous mark is not absolute and is subject to reasonable exceptions.

2. Second Possibility: Where Marks Do Not Cover Similar Goods or Services

As noted above, Article 11(9) may not be invoked where the marks do not cover similar goods/services. The principle of specialty does not allow a proprietor of a mark, even one that was famous, to oppose use of a similar mark on goods/services that completely differ from those covered by his mark. Hence, the theoretical principle of specialty conflicts with the practical reality that many attempt to use
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141 C.C. (T.A.) 652/92, Gillette Co. v. Adi Mktg. & Distribution Ltd. (on file with author).
142 Id.
143 See C.A. 715/68, Frou-Frou Biscuits Ltd. v. Froumine & Sons Ltd., 23(2) P.D. 43.
144 Id. at 46.
145 See FRIEDMAN, supra note 63, at 175-77.
others’ famous marks to distinguish their own goods or services. This conflict has been the subject of legal debate at various levels. 147

Courts have utilized Article 11(6) to protect well-known marks. 148 Until recently, courts granted such protection as a measure of last resort especially because Israeli law contained no specific prohibition against dilution of famous marks. In addition to Article 11(6), Israeli courts have utilized the law of unjust enrichment to grant protection to IPRs where the respective IP laws were silent and did not provide protection. 149

In *A.S.I.R. Import Mfg. and Distribution v. Forum Accessories and Consumer Prods. Ltd.*, 150 the Israeli Supreme Court of civil appeals held that remedies derived from the law of unjust enrichment did not undermine the existing laws protecting IPRs. 151 The court reasoned that the law of unjust enrichment supplemented rather than substituted for the laws protecting IPRs. 152 The court opined that where the special laws protecting IPRs are silent or do not grant any relief, the law of unjust enrichment might apply, unless expressly precluded by applicable IP law. 153 Therefore, the laws of unjust enrichment should be utilized to protect the rights of owners of well-known and famous marks.
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147 *See MOSTERT, supra* note 1, at 277 (reporting that a widespread study conducted by the International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI) led to a resolution unanimously adopted at the Berlin Congress in 1963 that unauthorized use of famous marks to designate products dissimilar to covered goods does not violate trademark rights but is a civil tort when damaging to the mark owner).


151 *Id.* at 424.

152 *Id.* at 425.

153 *Id.* at 452-53.
As early as 1985, the Israeli High Court of Justice clarified in *Orlogad Ltd. v. The Patent, Model and Trademark Registrar and S.T. Dupont (A French Société Anonyme)*\(^{154}\) that its obligations, along with those of the trademark registrar, were not limited to the specific conflict between the immediate parties. Instead, its obligations extended to the larger policy issues of ensuring an accurate trademark register, one that facilitates fair trade and prevents consumer deception.\(^{155}\) After this decision, courts became more proactive in fostering and maintaining protection for well-known and famous marks.

Courts have not hesitated to refuse to register marks that were confusingly similar to famous marks. Courts have so refused notwithstanding the fact that some of the contested applications were for entirely different goods/services than those covered by famous marks.\(^{157}\)

Apparently, Israeli courts have not only limited protection for famous marks at the registration level: they have defended famous marks from unauthorized use. For example, in *Cartier, Inc. v. Snowcrest Mktg. Ltd.*\(^{158}\), Cartier temporarily enjoined Snowcrest from using the name KARTIEH in Hebrew Script on its ice cream bars.\(^{159}\) The court granted an injunction and held that Snowcrest could not use its mark for either related or unrelated goods, including ice cream bars, in light of Cartier’s substantial goodwill and prestige for quality and aristocracy.\(^{160}\)

In *Lego System a/s (Kirby a/s) v. Shmil Metal Factory and Welding for Hous. Ltd.*,\(^{161}\) the court enjoined a producer from
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\(^{155}\) *Id.* at 159.

\(^{156}\) *See, e.g.*, C.A. 6181/96 Yigal Kardi v. Bacardi & Co., Ltd., 52(3) P.D. 276.

\(^{157}\) *See, e.g.*, C.C. (Nh.) 79/84, Lego a/s (Kirby a/s) v. Shmil Metal Factory and Welding for Housing Ltd., 1989-1990 (3) P.M. 194.


\(^{159}\) *Id.*

\(^{160}\) *Id.* at 3.

\(^{161}\) C.C. (T.A.) 79/84 Lego a/s (Kirby a/s) v. Shmil Metal Factory and Welding for Housing Ltd., 1989-1990 (3) P.M. 194.
marketing modular structures for construction under the LEGO FORM mark since the dominant component of the LEGO FORM mark was identical to the famous LEGO mark covering children’s toys. The court reasoned that although use of the famous mark was not intended for children’s toys, it was prone to spark consumer association of the two products. Lego System A/S faced similar problems in countries such as the United Kingdom.

Earlier in S.T. Dupont, the Israeli High Court of Justice refused an application to register the DU PONT mark for watches, reasoning that this mark was almost identical to the famous DUPONT mark owned by S.T. Dupont for writing instruments and pens. The court held that S.T. Dupont could oppose the DU PONT mark even though its well-known DUPONT mark was not registered in Israel, because any other result would allow the applicant to enjoy DuPont’s international goodwill. Therefore, the court upheld the registrar’s refusal to register the DU PONT mark.

In Chanel v. City Cent. Ltd. (French Société Anonyme), City Central was found liable for passing-off handbags under the famous CHANEL mark. Interestingly, the Tel-Aviv district court determined that Chanel could prove a prima facie case of passing-off even though it did not register or use the CHANEL mark in Israel. The court reasoned that Israeli consumers encounter well-known marks such as Chanel’s in their travel abroad or through advertising

162 Id.
163 Id. at 199.
166 Id.
167 Id. at 157.
168 Id.
170 Id.
171 Id.
originating outside of Israel.\textsuperscript{172} It appears that in \textit{Chanel}, as in \textit{Froumine}, deception of the consuming public was a controlling factor.

In \textit{Robi Boss Ltd. v. Hugo Boss A.G.},\textsuperscript{173} the Israeli Supreme Court upheld the registrar’s decision to reject Robi Boss’s application for the HUGO BOSS mark.\textsuperscript{174} The court held that Robi’s choice of an identical mark indicated an attempt to free ride on HUGO BOSS’s international goodwill.\textsuperscript{175} The court refused to allow parallel registrations of the HUGO BOSS mark and decided that only Hugo Boss could use and register this mark.\textsuperscript{176}

\textbf{C. The Dilution Doctrine}

Just as the information technology and transportation revolutions are the wings of famous trademarks, the dilution doctrine is its lifeblood. Originally, manufacturers used trademarks to indicate sources of merchandise.\textsuperscript{177} Hence, the legal protection afforded to trademarks originally aimed to avert uses that caused likelihood of confusion.\textsuperscript{178} However, over time, trademarks began to “serve as guaranties of the quality of the trademarked goods, embodiments of the trademarks owner’s goodwill, and advertising entities.”\textsuperscript{179} The law adapted to these new functions of trademarks, by granting protection from damaging uses, even if unlikely to result in

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{172} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{174} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{175} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{176} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{177} See Elgin Nat’l Watch Co. v. Illinois Watch Co., 179 U.S. 665, 673 (1901) (stating that the purpose of a trademark is to distinguish the origin or ownership of the articles to which the mark is affixed).
\textsuperscript{178} See, \textit{e.g.}, San Francisco Arts \& Athletics, Inc. v. U.S. Olympic Comm., 483 U.S. 522, 564 (1987) (stating that “[i]t is generally necessary to show similarity between trademarks and a ‘likelihood’ of confusion”).
\end{flushleft}
confusion.\textsuperscript{180} As early as 1947, states such as Massachusetts enacted statutes prohibiting diluting uses of a mark.\textsuperscript{181}

Perhaps the clearest rationale underlying the dilution doctrine was noted in \textit{Ringling Bros-Barnum \\& Bailey v. Utah Division}\textsuperscript{182} following the enactment of the dilution doctrine into U. S. Federal Trademark Law:

Congress enacted the anti-dilution provision in recognition that infringement is not the only way a famous mark can be harmed, but rather that another’s use of a mark might blur the distinctiveness of a famous mark or otherwise harm the owner of such a mark even absent competition and the likelihood of confusion, mistake or deception.\textsuperscript{183}

Diluting a famous mark’s distinctiveness, according to the doctrine, should not be tolerated. Under this doctrine, famous marks transcend borders and “surf” the waves of fame to distant shores and classifications. In \textit{Tower Publ’ns Inc. v. MTS Inc.},\textsuperscript{184} a U.S. court noted that “[a] trademark is sufficiently distinctive to be diluted by a non-confusing use if [it] retains its source significance when encountered outside the context of the goods or services with which it is used by the trademark owner.”\textsuperscript{185} Under this rationale, marks like BOEING\textsuperscript{TM} for shoes, NIKE\textsuperscript{TM} for perfumes, and BENZ\textsuperscript{TM} for men’s underwear, could be actionable, so long as they have retained source significance.

\textsuperscript{180} See Vuk, \textit{supra} note 179, at 862.
\textsuperscript{183} \textit{Id}. at 765.
\textsuperscript{185} \textit{Id}. at 1306.
The dilution doctrine is, therefore, designed to protect famous trademarks from subsequent uses that blur the distinctiveness of the mark or tarnish or disparage it, even in the absence of likelihood of confusion. A classic example of dilution without confusion is traceable to the U.S. case of Coca-Cola Co. v. Gemini Rising, Inc. In Coca-Cola, a poster manufacturer sold posters with “Enjoy Cocaine” depicted in the same stylized script and color as the famous “ENJOY COCA-COLA” mark. The court determined that the poster impaired the selling power of Coca-Cola’s mark even though there was no confusion. The court so reasoned because Gemini’s depiction caused a negative association of the COCA-COLA mark with cocaine in the consumer’s mind. As one commentator stated, “[T]he Coca-Cola Company would suffer less economic damage from having an occasional consumer, who wants a can of Coke mistakenly purchase a can of Pepsi, than . . . associate Coke with Cocaine.”

Despite courts’ willingness to invoke dilution to protect famous marks, some scholars fear that broad application of the doctrine may afford trademark owners a monopoly. These scholars believe that dilution is not a real injury absent confusion as to source. Nevertheless, the doctrine is widely accepted in jurisdictions that
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186 See Vuk, supra note 179, at 889-98 (discussing the origin and application of the dilution doctrine).
188 Id. at 1191.
189 Vuk, supra note 179, at 919-20.
have formally codified it, such as the U. S.,\textsuperscript{191} E. U.,\textsuperscript{192} and U. K.\textsuperscript{193} as well as in jurisdictions that have not, such as France.\textsuperscript{194}

On the other hand, doctrinal acceptance has not necessarily led to practical protection. For example, in 1989, the E. U. issued a directive to member states to infuse the dilution doctrine into their respective national laws.\textsuperscript{195} This directive was promulgated by the First Council Directive to Approximate the Laws of Member States Relating to Trademarks.\textsuperscript{196} Curiously, this directive triggered two completely diverging interpretations.\textsuperscript{197} Benelux courts interpreted the directive as protecting trademarks from uses on similar products absent likelihood of confusion.\textsuperscript{198} U.K. courts interpreted it as requiring a likelihood of confusion, causing the \textit{de facto} non-recognition of the dilution doctrine in the U.K..\textsuperscript{199} Contrary to the Benelux interpretation, the U.K. Chancery Division concluded that likelihood of confusion remained a condition precedent to a finding of infringement.\textsuperscript{200} This interpretation led scholars to conclude that U.K. courts refused to recognize dilution\textsuperscript{201} and others to argue that the E.U. should amend this directive.\textsuperscript{202}


\textsuperscript{192} See Vuk, \textit{supra} note 179, at 862.

\textsuperscript{193} See id. at 865 n.18; see also id. at 908-16 (discussing the U.K.’s infusion of the infringement standards set forth in E.U. directive into its own trademark law).

\textsuperscript{194} See \textit{Mostert}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 270.

\textsuperscript{195} See \textit{European Harmonization Directive}, \textit{supra} note 10.

\textsuperscript{196} \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{197} \textit{But see Vuk, supra} note 179, at 864 nn.15-16 (suggesting that the European Union’s response was itself ambiguous because it failed to enact legislation codifying the dilution doctrine into then-current law).

\textsuperscript{198} See id. at 869.

\textsuperscript{199} \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{200} See \textit{Wagamama Ltd. v. City Center Restaurants PLC}, [1995] F.S.R. 713 (UK); \textit{Baywatch Productions Co. v. Home Video Channel}, [1997] F.S.R. 22 (UK); Vuk, \textit{supra} note 179, at 915 (noting that it appears from \textit{Wagamama} and \textit{Baywatch}, that the U. K. will not protect trademarks from uses that cause dilution unless there is a showing of a likelihood of confusion.”).

\textsuperscript{201} See Vuk, \textit{supra} note 179, at 862.

\textsuperscript{202} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.} at 866, 931 (discussing the need for the E.U. to mandate that member states protect marks against dilution).
D. Adoption of the Dilution Doctrine by Israeli Courts

Until the Amendment, the lack of black letter law pertaining to the protection of well-known or famous marks applied equally to the dilution doctrine. Israeli law lacked any provision protecting well-known or famous marks from dilution. Nevertheless, Israeli courts were proactive in granting such protection. Absent statutory authorization to apply the dilution doctrine, courts based decisions protecting marks from dilution on unfair competition grounds. These courts were apt to defend marks from dilution by emphasizing the negative commercial implications of registering or using similar marks, through principles of unfair competition in trade and unjust enrichment. Consequently, these courts resorted to Article 11(6) of the Ordinance.

Israeli courts’ protection of famous marks where they were not used in Israel, or where proposed marks were not intended for competing products, supports the conclusion that Israeli courts were recognizing dilution even if the legislature had not so required. In Bacardi, the court held that registration of the BAKARDI mark for fashion wear might dilute the distinctiveness of the famous BACARDI mark covering alcoholic beverages. Similarly, in the Hugo Boss case, the court acknowledged possible dilution of the HUGO BOSS mark despite the fact that Robi Boss’s mark was intended to cover different goods.

On the other hand, the dilution doctrine has not automatically applied in cases involving famous marks. For example, in the Gillette case, the court rejected the argument that use of the GILLETTE mark by ASR on its packaging would dilute Gillette’s
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203 See, e.g., C.A. 6181/96, Yigal Kardi v. Bacardi & Co. Ltd., 52(3) P.D. 276 (finding the possibility of dilution strong even though plaintiff dealt in alcoholic beverages and defendant dealt in fashion wear).
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famous marks.\textsuperscript{210} The court reasoned that such use would not hamper Gillette’s marks in any way.\textsuperscript{211}

Although the above-mentioned articles in the Ordinance afforded some relief to proprietors of well-known marks, the lack of a clear provision was evident. Consequently, the Amendment addressed this need.

IV. AMENDMENT OF ISRAELI TRADEMARK LAW—THE DAWN OF A NEW MILLENNIUM!

A. Israel’s WTO-TRIPS Obligations

In 1995, Israel became a signatory of the agreement establishing the WTO.\textsuperscript{212} Accordingly, Israel sought to amend its IP laws to provide protection for IPRs in accordance with the standards set forth in TRIPS. In order to fully comply with TRIPS, Israel introduced and enacted new laws such as “The Law of Protecting Integrated Circuits of 1999.”\textsuperscript{213} Israel also updated existing domestic IP laws by amending the Copyright Law, Copyright Ordinance, Patents Law, Patents and Models Law, Trademark Ordinance, Law Protecting Geographic Indications, and Law of Producers and Broadcasters Rights.

The Amendment to the Ordinance sought to protect well-known marks, geographic indications and registration of foreign marks.\textsuperscript{214} The legislature tried to strengthen enforcement of trademark rights by raising the fine for certain trademark violations to the equivalent of $250,000 (U.S.).\textsuperscript{215} It also proposed a three-year prison sentence

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{210} Id. at 11.
\item \textsuperscript{211} Id. at 12; but see id. at 13 (warning ASR that any other use employing elements of comparison or indicating association with Gillette would in fact dilute and infringe Gillette’s marks).
\item \textsuperscript{212} See WTO Agreement, supra note 9 (listing Israel as a signatory).
\item \textsuperscript{213} The Law Protecting Integrated Circuits of 1999, 1999, S.H. 41.
\item \textsuperscript{214} See Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, chs. D-E.
\item \textsuperscript{215} See Draft Bill, supra note 41, ch. D.
\end{itemize}
instead of the existing one-year penalty. Curiously, these enforcement proposals were not accepted into the final draft of the amendment.217

B. Legislative Recognition of Well-Known Marks

The Amendment became effective on the first day of the new millennium. It infiltrated various sections of the existing Ordinance. To further compliance with TRIPS, it focused on the recognition and protection of well-known marks (hereinafter “WKMs”). The legislature infused a policy of strong protection for WKMs throughout the Amendment by clearly delineating the scope of coverage, rights of WKM owners, elements of infringement and remedies available against infringers.218 The legislature explained that the Amendment would bring Israeli trademark law in line not only with TRIPS, but also with the trademark standards of modern countries. 219

C. The Substantive Contents of the Amendment with Respect to Well-Known Marks

The Israeli legislature amended Article 1 of the Ordinance by introducing a new term called “well-known trademarks.” 220 In line with Article 16(2) of TRIPS, the Amendment provided that a court should determine whether a mark is well-known by considering the extent of the marks reputation in the relevant sector of the community and the extent of its reputation as a result of marketing efforts.221 These two elements are not an exhaustive list.222 Additional parameters may be considered including those noted in part II above. Significantly, under the amended Article 1, a mark

216 Id.
217 Compare Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, with the Draft Bill, supra note 41.
218 Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, ch. D.
219 See Draft Bill, supra note 41, at 524 (explanatory note accompanying the bill).
220 See id. § 6, at 534.
221 Id.
222 Id.
may be considered well-known in Israel despite not being registered in Israel.\textsuperscript{223}

The Amendment further entails ownership requirements for WKMs. It requires a WKM owner to be either a citizen or permanent resident of a member state or the owner of an active manufacturing business in a member country to own a WKM in Israel.\textsuperscript{224} Under the legislature’s interpretation, a member state includes any member state in the Paris Union or the WTO.\textsuperscript{225}

Amended Article 1 defines infringement of WKMs in accordance with Article 6\textsuperscript{bis} of the Paris Convention and Articles 16(2) and 16(3) of TRIPS.\textsuperscript{226} It states that infringement of a WKM occurs by unauthorized use of a WKM or use of a mark similar to it.\textsuperscript{227} In this context, Article 1 and the entire Amendment distinguish between WKMs registered in Israel and those registered abroad. This same distinction is found in Articles 16(2) and 16(3) of TRIPS.\textsuperscript{228} Under the Amendment, coverage of a WKM registered in Israel may extend beyond goods of the same description, provided that infringing marks indicate a connection between the goods and a likelihood of harm to the WKM owner.

Under the Amendment, if the WKM is not registered in Israel, protection is limited to goods of the same description and situations where the infringing mark creates a likelihood of confusion with the WKM.\textsuperscript{229} Requiring a likelihood of confusion adds a hurdle that only owners of WKMs registered outside of Israel must overcome. The Amendment therefore contains an implicit preference for protecting domestically registered marks. One may infer, based upon this preference, that owners of WKMs registered in Israel have other rights and defenses not available to owners of WKMs

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{223} Id. (where infringement may also be found of a WKM in Israel that is not registered abroad).
\item \textsuperscript{224} Draft Bill, supra note 41, § 6, at 534.
\item \textsuperscript{225} See Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art.1.
\item \textsuperscript{226} See Paris Convention, supra note 8, art. 6\textsuperscript{bis}(1), 21 U.S.T. at 1640, 828 U.N.T.S. at 325; TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, arts.16(2)-(3), 33 I.L.M. at 1203-04.
\item \textsuperscript{227} See Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art.1.
\item \textsuperscript{228} See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, arts. 16(2)-(3), 33 I.L.M. at 1203-04.
\item \textsuperscript{229} Id. at 48.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
registered abroad, such as the right to invoke the dilution doctrine. This seems to be true because the place of registration has implications throughout the Amendment.

1. Hurdles at Registration

Article 11 of the Ordinance provides a list of cases where marks may not be registered.\textsuperscript{230} As explained above, courts employed Articles 11(6) and 11(9) to protect WKMs from registration of confusingly similar marks.\textsuperscript{231} The Amendment introduced two new subsections into Article 11.

Article 11(13) prohibits registration of a mark identical or confusingly similar to a WKM covering goods or services of the same description as those covered by the WKM. This protection extends to marks not registered in Israel\textsuperscript{232} and thereby implements Articles 6\textsuperscript{bis} of the Paris Convention and Article 16(2) of TRIPS.

Article 11(14) prohibits registration of a mark identical or similar to a registered WKM. This prohibition applies even if the goods or services covered by the proposed mark are not of the same description as those covered by the WKM. In order to invoke protection under Article 11(14) however, two requirements must be met. First, the proposed mark must indicate a connection to the WKM proprietor. Second, registration of the proposed mark must potentially harm the WKM proprietor.\textsuperscript{233} This subsection implements Article 16(3) of TRIPS by granting WKMs registered in a certain country broader protection than WKMs not so registered.

2. Rights of WKM Owners

Amended Article 46A contains two subsections related to the rights bestowed on the WKM proprietor. Under Article 46A(a), the proprietor of an unregistered WKM is granted exclusive use of his

\textsuperscript{230} See Trademarks Ordinance, \textit{supra} note 107, art. 11, 2 L.S.I. at 294-95.

\textsuperscript{231} See \textit{supra} Part III.

\textsuperscript{232} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{233} See Law Amending IP Laws, \textit{supra} note 26, art. 11(14), at 49.
mark for all goods and services known to be covered by his mark in Israel or for goods and services of the same description.\footnote{Id. at 50.} Under Article 46A(b), owners of registered WKM are granted exclusive use of their marks, even for goods that are not of the same description. Again, the owner of the registered WKM must prove that the third party’s use indicates a connection with the proprietor and may cause future harm.\footnote{Id.} These provisions implement Article 6\textit{bis} of the Paris Convention and Articles 16(2) and 16(3) of TRIPS.

### 3. Consequences of Good-Faith & Bad-Faith Registration and/or Use

Article 52A addresses the potential clash between the Amendment and the current use of marks. This Article provides a good faith exception where notwithstanding the rights of the WKM proprietor, other marks may be used if they were proposed, registered or used in good faith before the WKM became well-known.\footnote{Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art. 7, at 52.} The Amendment further addresses bad faith registrations of marks indicating geographic source,\footnote{See TRIPS agreement, supra note 9, arts. 22(3), 23(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1205-06.} as detailed in Article 6\textit{bis} of the Paris Convention and Articles 22(3) and 23(2) of TRIPS.\footnote{See Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art. 52.}

Before the Amendment, mark cancellation was limited to five years in Article 39 of the Ordinance.\footnote{See Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 39(a), 2 L.S.I. at 301 (stating that “[a]n applicant under section 38 for the removal of a trade mark from the Register on the grounds that it is not eligible for registration under sections 7 to 11 of the Ordinance, or on the ground that the mark creates an unfair competition in respect of the applicant’s rights in Israel, must be made within five years of the issue of the certificate of registration under section 28.”).} Because the Amendment revoked the prior time limit of five years, registration may now be cancelled regardless of any time lapse since its registration. Under the Amendment, no time limit is imposed where a mark owner can show that the adverse mark was registered or used in bad faith.\footnote{Id. at 50.} In

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{Id. at 50.}
\item \footnote{Id.}
\item \footnote{Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art. 7, at 52.}
\item \footnote{See TRIPS agreement, supra note 9, arts. 22(3), 23(2), 33 I.L.M. at 1205-06.}
\item \footnote{See Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, art. 52.}
\item \footnote{See Trademarks Ordinance, supra note 107, art. 39(a), 2 L.S.I. at 301 (stating that “[a]n applicant under section 38 for the removal of a trade mark from the Register on the grounds that it is not eligible for registration under sections 7 to 11 of the Ordinance, or on the ground that the mark creates an unfair competition in respect of the applicant’s rights in Israel, must be made within five years of the issue of the certificate of registration under section 28.”).}
\end{itemize}
most cases of attempted registration of a mark misleadingly similar to a WKM, bad faith is easy to prove because courts assume that the applicant knew of the WKM.

4. Infringement Suits and Possible Remedies

Amended Article 57 allows a WKM owner to file an infringement action against the owner of another similar mark, even if his WKM is not registered in Israel. However, remedies available to the owner of an unregistered WKM are limited to injunctions and cease and desist orders. The owner of a WKM that is registered in Israel is entitled to additional remedies. Additional remedies include damages, compensation, destruction of infringing goods and receipt of infringing goods.

D. Assessment of the Amendment and Proposed Improvements

The Amendment was clearly warranted in view of the legislature’s failure to recognize well-known or famous marks spanning several decades. It remains unclear, however, how courts will interpret and actually implement the Amendment. Moreover, it is unclear how stringently courts will enforce WKM protection pursuant to the Amendment.

Israeli law now recognizes and defends WKMs even when they are not registered in Israel. However, the Israeli legislature chose to limit defenses available to WKMs not yet registered in Israel. This distinction appears throughout the entire Amendment. The legislature may have intended to encourage trademark owners to register WKMs in Israel by providing additional protection. This approach would align with the territorial nature of Israeli trademark
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241 Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, at 51.
242 Id.
243 See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, arts. 44-46, 33 I.L.M. at 1215.
244 See, e.g., Law Amending IP Laws, supra note 26, arts. 1, 11(13)-(14), 46(A), 52, 57.
However, in today’s world of information technology where new products acquire substantial fame quickly, registration should not be a decisive factor in determining the extent of protection granted to WKMs.

Additionally, the Amendment overlooks the important distinction between well-known and famous marks. Famous marks should be accorded full protection even where they are not registered. Moreover, the Amendment only partially acknowledges the dilution doctrine and appears to limit its application to registered WKMs. This is inappropriate since much of the damage to marks may be accomplished by comparative advertising or negative use, as illustrated in the Coca-Cola decision.246

Another problem concerns foreign marks that have not yet become well-known in Israel. The Paris Convention and TRIPS, underlying Israeli case law and the Amendment, have been criticized as “artifact[s] of an era when markets were circumscribed by national borders and granting a monopoly on a trademark in one country on the basis of its use in another was unreasonable because the likelihood of confusion was minimal.”247 According to this view, the Paris Convention facilitates foreclosure of national markets to trademarks originating abroad. The Paris Convention considers the likelihood of confusion in the immediate present.248 But the reality of today’s modern markets is that trademark owners often expand their businesses beyond the market in which their goods were originally sold.

The requirement that an unregistered foreign mark must be well-known in the domestic market before it is protected “should be abandoned in favor of an ‘awareness of the foreign use rule.’”249 Even if Israeli courts were to protect famous trademarks, protection

245 Israeli trademark law extends to the state of Israel including the Golan Heights and East Jerusalem. The Palestinian Authority administers trademark protection in territories held by parts of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
248 See Paris Convention, supra note 8, art. 6bis (1), 21 U.S.T. at 1640, 828 U.N.T.S. at 325.
249 Fulkerson, supra note 247, at 802.
would be under-inclusive because it would fail to protect foreign marks that have not yet become famous in Israel. This inadequacy stems from the good faith exception in amended Article 52A\textsuperscript{250} whereby a WKM may only be protected from the time that it becomes well-known in Israel.

This inadequacy is clear when one considers the Israeli company that discovers abroad a new product with an unregistered mark in Israel. Assume that the company proceeds to register and use the mark in Israel for identical products. A foreign WKM owner will not succeed in opposing registration of this mark, because the Paris Convention covers only marks well-known in the country where the mark is disputed (here Israel). Hence, the foreigner’s mark will never become well-known in Israel because expansion into Israel will be blocked by the Israeli registration.

The foreign WKM owner may find relief under the doctrine of unjust enrichment recently noted in an Israeli Supreme Court decision.\textsuperscript{251} Other countries such as France have circumvented the Paris Convention’s limited protection by relying on rationales of fraudulent applications and bad faith.\textsuperscript{252} These rationales may be applicable in Article 52A where good faith registration or use is required. However, it would be preferable if Israeli law adopted the awareness of foreign use\textsuperscript{253} model to more adequately protect marks that are not yet well-known or registered in Israel. Such a rule would prevent the potential for abuse as demonstrated in the above hypothetical. Moreover, an awareness of foreign use model would

\textsuperscript{250} Law Amending IP Laws, \textit{supra} note 26, art. 52(a).
\textsuperscript{252} \textit{See} Mostert, \textit{supra} note 1, at 274 (stating that where a well-known mark has not yet been used in France, French courts have recognized a cause of action against the applicant based on fraudulent application and not on Article 6bis of TRIPS).
\textsuperscript{253} \textit{See} Fulkerson, \textit{supra} note 247, at 822-25 (concluding that application of an ‘awareness of foreign use’ model is necessary in light of the weak protection granted to marks that have not yet acquired fame).
expand the scope of well-known status to encompass the future potential renown of a mark, rather than just its present status.

It would be reasonable to treat foreign marks as potentially famous in Israel even if they had yet to be introduced there, because Israel’s consumer market is sophisticated and dynamic. While the issue of protecting WKMs involves several competing interests, including the interests of the WKM proprietor in protecting his property rights, the interests of the competing good faith user who invested in promoting his brand, and the interests of the consuming public not to be misled as to the quality of products/services bearing the mark and identity of the producer/provider, potential culprits are also involved. The law must assume that potential culprits will detect this “crack in the dam” and proceed to undermine such protection. Hence, on policy grounds, the law should favor the interests of WKM owners and consumers, in contrast to the interests of users even if they are good faith users.

The Amendment has additional shortcomings. First, it fails to fully address the ways in which a mark may achieve well-known or famous status. It merely adopts the two non-conclusive parameters listed in TRIPS, and allows other parameters to be considered. Second, although the Amendment does not change the registration process of well-known and famous marks, a separate register for well-known and famous marks is needed. A separate register could fill in the “crack in the dam” mentioned above by including WKMs both in Israel and abroad and allowing foreign mark owners to register marks not yet formally registered or used in Israel.

A special register would assist WKM owners in defending their marks by proving notoriety. It could also assist a WKM owner in any legal proceeding, by indicating prior use. A register would create efficiencies in the adjudication of infringement by reducing the time and resources usually spent in proving or disproving a mark’s notoriety. Such a register would provide clear notice to potential infringers and users considering use of WKMs in relation to

254 MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 150.
255 See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 9, arts. 16(2), 16(3), 33 I.L.M. at 1203-04.
256 See infra Part II.
goods/services beyond the mark’s immediate scope of coverage. Any third party wishing to use a registered mark would still have ample opportunity to challenge its registration. 257

Brazil implemented a separate register for WKMs, such as the one proposed here. 258 This register included marks such as IBM™, GOODYEAR™, SEIKO™, JOHNSON & JOHNSON™, MASTERCARD™, BENETTON™, SONY™, ADIDAS™, XEROX™, CITIZEN™, VOLKSWAGEN™, MERCEDES™, SHELL™. 259 Due to various pitfalls, however, it was abolished. One commentator in Brazil commented that although:

such special registration for well-known marks may look favorable at first sight . . . in reality, however, such a special registration procedure does not take into account the fact that a mark is well-known at a given moment in time and that the mark in question should be properly evaluated at that very moment. A registration once obtained may give the mark unassailable recognition [that] may not reflect reality at the time when such well-known status is invoked. Modern means of collective communication may raise a mark to the level of fame in a relatively short time, but on the other hand, such fame may ebb away with the same speed. 260

257 A third party could prove that the mark was not famous or well-known and should therefore be deleted from the register.
258 See MOSTERT, supra note 1, at 218-23 (discussing Brazilian treatment of famous and well-known marks).
259 Id.
260 Id. at 213-214. Brazil introduced the special registration requirement for well-known marks in 1971. However, it took the (Brazilian) National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) more than ten years to start acting on the requests for registration because it was unsure how to establish criteria for this purpose. The new 1996 law in Brazil abolished this special registration procedure. Several new provisions have been intertwined into the new Brazilian law enhancing the protection for famous and well-known marks, without having to be subjected to a special registration procedure. This new Brazilian law incorporates Article 6bis(1) of the Paris Convention and guarantees special protection to marks well-known in their field of activity, regardless of whether they have been filed or registered in Brazil.
In order to avoid similar inadequacies in the proposed Israeli model, a register for WKMs could be optional and co-exist with the current trademark register.

If a proposed register was optional, then any mark not registered therein could still be considered well-known or famous. In addition, an administrator could review the register every six months and add or omit a mark based on changes in the mark’s notoriety and fame.

E. The Burden of Proof

It is possible to establish that a proprietor of a well-known or famous mark who contests the registration or use of a similar mark covering unrelated goods/services needs to substantiate the existence of as many of the following elements as possible:

1. His mark is a famous mark that has acquired substantial goodwill.

As alluded to above, Israeli law does not set clear parameters for what constitutes a well-known or famous mark. Therefore, the proprietor should prove the existence of as many as possible of the parameters listed above. If a proprietor proved few factors but had strong evidence of each, it would likely succeed in showing that its mark was well-known or famous.

2. His mark is well-known or famous to the extent that it has become distinctive of his products.

3. The other mark is identical/confusingly similar to his mark to the extent that its use constitutes unfair competition and consumer deception.

As early as the 1980s, courts have shifted a substantial portion of the burden of proof to the owner of the other mark. The Dupont court stressed that the overall burden lies with the applicant of the
proposed mark to show that its mark is not likely to cause confusion or consumer deception.\textsuperscript{261}

It is arguable that the well-known character of the imitated mark aggravates the risk of confusion.\textsuperscript{262} In other words, where the initial burden lies with the WKM owner to show likelihood of confusion, the ultimate burden to show otherwise rests with the respondent.

In the \textit{Hugo Boss}\textsuperscript{263} case, the Israeli High Court stated that where the plaintiff has substantial goodwill in a mark, the burden should shift to the defendant to show that it used the mark in good faith.\textsuperscript{264} The \textit{Dupont} court stated that consumer deception will be found where the mark is confusing or can confuse “reasonably diligent consumers.”\textsuperscript{265} The court did not refer to the general public, but only to the consumers of products bearing the mark. It is therefore useful to show that the other mark has similar distribution and will be competing for the same consumer segment.\textsuperscript{266}

4. \textit{Use of the other mark will dilute his mark’s distinctiveness beyond the scope of goods/services covered by his mark.}

The petitioner need not prove that the owner of the other mark actually intends to dilute the distinctiveness of its mark. It will suffice to show that a risk of dilution exists. In the \textit{Bacardi}\textsuperscript{267} case, the court emphasized that it would not focus on the third party’s subjective intent in using a similar mark.\textsuperscript{268} In accordance with unfair competition standards, the owner of a famous mark must show that the third party stands to gain from using a mark similar to its famous mark. Under this approach, a court utilizes objective rather

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item See Mostert, supra note 1, at 275 (highlighting French Court decisions to this effect).
\item Id. at 56.
\item \textit{But see} C.C. (T.A.) 147/94, Cartier, Inc. v. Snowcrest Mktg. Ltd., 1980 (Israeli Bar Association’s Legal CD-ROM, February 1995) (illustrating that while important, this factor is not decisive because the mark here was intended to cover entirely different goods).
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\item Id.
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than subjective standards, much like the test for determining goodwill in Israeli contract law. Consequently, courts like the *Dupont* court have not hesitated to request the third party to explain his choice of a mark similar to a well-known or famous mark.

The Amendment did not clearly set out rules for assigning burden of proof. However, Article 1 did highlight two main factors in compliance with TRIPS. In determining whether a mark is well-known in Israel, the court should consider the extent of the mark’s reputation in the relevant sector of the public, and the extent of its reputation directly attributable to marketing efforts. The elements above regarding burden of proof might still apply today.

**F. Future Perspective**

The Amendment seems to supplement or even complement existing legislation and case law used to protect well-known and famous marks in Israel. Nothing in the Amendment suggests that it replaces all tools previously employed by courts to protect well-known and famous marks. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that an owner of a WKM may still find relief in the case law and pre-Amendment provisions. The WKM proprietor seeking relief from infringing uses is entitled to the new tools provided by the Amendment, coupled with pre-Amendment tools such as passing-off, unjust enrichment, and Articles 11(6), 11(9) and 12 of the Ordinance discussed above.

It is unclear whether Israeli courts will consider the Amendment as the sole source of relief where WKMs generally or unregistered WKMs specifically are involved. Israeli courts might find that the Amendment is intended to strengthen and add to existing defenses available to WKMs. It is reasonable to assume, however, that courts will not hesitate to invoke previously used tools of “unfair
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269 C.A. 22/82 Bieth Yolis Ltd. v. Raviv Moshe & Co. Ltd., 43(1) P.D. 441.
competition” and “unjust enrichment” to grant well-known and famous marks the widest protection possible.

CONCLUSION

Until the January 1, 2000 Amendment, Israeli trademark law did not grant clear preferred status to well-known or famous marks. However, through judicial reasoning, WKMs were already granted a wider scope of protection than regular marks. This preferred status stemmed from the fact that the expanded reputation of famous marks created a greater likelihood of confusion as to origin as well as sponsorship.

Courts have granted famous marks protection beyond the limited goods/services that they cover. Israeli courts have adopted the dilution doctrine where extraordinarily well-known and famous marks are threatened, despite the absence of a likelihood of confusion.

As is apparent from the several decisions of Israeli courts and the trademark registrar, authorities have always been willing to strengthen the rights of famous mark owners by finding infringement or refusing registration of similar marks. Courts have performed this function irrespective of whether the famous mark is registered or used in Israel. In some cases courts have also intervened to protect a famous mark despite acute variation in the marks’ respective scope of coverage.

Because well-known or famous marks are extremely coveted, the protection afforded to them must be extremely clear, expansive and adapting to our changing world. The balance between conflicting interests of producers, owners, consumers and good faith users will always be a volatile one. Israeli courts have opted to pursue protection for well-known and famous marks notwithstanding obstacles such as lack of clear legislation. The Amendment should make their task easier. Only time will tell how the Amendment will be implemented and interpreted by the Israeli courts and trademark registrar.
The Amendment, complying with international standards of protection of WKMs, is a big step in the right direction. In the present economically dynamic era, the defense of well-known and famous marks is a vital component of international trade and communication.

The protection of well-known and famous marks has come a long way in Israel since the Manhattan case. Well-known and famous marks have made their mark visible and earned their rightful place at the dawn of the new millennium. Improvements are still warranted but the longest of “trips” begins with one step!